ABSTRACT: Substrate recognition by the Neurospora Varkud satellite ribozyme depends on the formation of a magnesiumdependent kissing-loop interaction between the stem-loop I (SLI) substrate and stem-loop V (SLV) of the catalytic domain. From mutagenesis studies, it has been established that this I/V kissing-loop interaction involves three Watson−Crick base pairs and is associated with a structural rearrangement of the SLI substrate that facilitates catalysis. Here, we report the NMR structural characterization of this I/V kissing-loop using isolated stem-loops. NMR studies were performed on different SLI/SLV complexes containing a common SLV and shiftable, preshifted, or double-stranded SLI variants. These studies confirm the presence of three Watson−Crick base pairs at the kissing-loop junction and provide evidence for the structural rearrangement of shiftable SLI variants upon SLV binding. NMR structure determination of an SLI/SLV complex demonstrates that both the SLI and SLV loops adopt U-turn structures, which facilitates intermolecular Watson−Crick base pairing. Several other interactions at the I/V interface, including base triples and base stacking, help create a continuously stacked structure. These NMR studies provide a structural basis to understand the stability of the I/V kissing-loop interaction and lead us to propose a kinetic model for substrate activation in the VS ribozyme.
T he U-turn fold is widespread in RNA structures. It was first identified in the anticodon hairpin loop of yeast phenylalanine tRNA 1 and later observed in several hairpin loops, internal loops, and helical junctions of a variety of functional RNAs. 2−11 The UNR sequence (U = uracil, N = any base, and R = purine) typical of this fold facilitates the formation of a sharp backbone turn at the UN step and promotes stacking of the bases after the turn in a favorable position for Watson−Crick base pairing. As a result, U-turn structures are often key contributors to RNA folding and tertiary interactions. In addition, U-turn structures are known to initiate rapid RNA/RNA pairing, as found for codon− anticodon recognition 12, 13 and antisense RNA targeting in prokaryotes, 14 and such pairing is known to trigger conformational changes in macromolecular complexes involving RNA. 14, 15 However, despite the importance of U-turn structures in RNA function, few structural studies have thoroughly examined their contribution to RNA/RNA interactions and associated conformational changes.
The Neurospora Varkud satellite (VS) ribozyme provides a simple model system for investigating the role of U-turn structures in an RNA/RNA interaction. The VS ribozyme is derived from the VS RNA, a circular single-stranded RNA satellite found in certain strains of Neurospora that depends on the cleavage and ligation activities of the VS ribozyme for its replication. 16−18 In vitro, the minimal region of the VS RNA that maintains catalytic activity contains six stem-loop domains (SLI-SLVI), with stem-loop I (SLI) corresponding to the substrate and stem-loops II to VI (SLII-SLVI) forming the catalytic domain ( Figure 1A ). 19, 20 Of particular interest, a unique kissing-loop interaction between SLI and SLV ( Figure  1A ) plays a central role in substrate recognition and is very important for in vitro cleavage and ligation activities. 21−26 Mutagenesis and chemical probing data indicate that this I/V kissing-loop forms in the presence of magnesium (Mg 2+ ) ions and involves three Watson−Crick (W−C) base pairs. 21, 23 In addition, formation of the I/V kissing-loop is accompanied by a structural rearrangement in SLI, best described as a helix shift ( Figure 1B) , that activates the substrate for catalysis. 27−29 Interestingly, the I/V kissing-loop and associated helix shift can be reproduced biochemically using isolated stem-loops (SLI and SLV). 29 High-resolution NMR studies of stem-loop domains derived from the VS ribozyme have provided initial structural insight into the I/V kissing-loop and the associated helix shift. NMR structures of the SLI cleavage site internal loop were determined that correspond to both the unshifted and shifted conformations 30−32 and help explain the structural changes that likely occur at the cleavage site as a result of the helix shift. NMR structures of an isolated SLV domain indicate that the SLV loop forms a U-turn structure, 33, 34 as predicted from the loop sequence and mutational studies. 20 Furthermore, this Uturn structure becomes more compact in the presence of Mg 2+ ions. 33, 34 Although a U-turn structure was also predicted in SLI, 20 NMR studies of an isolated SLI domain indicate that the SLI loop is mostly disordered in both the absence and the presence of Mg 2+ ions. 30 On the basis of these NMR structures and biochemical data, three-dimensional models of the I/V kissing-loop interaction were derived. 25, 35 In addition, a model of the SLI/SLV interaction was incorporated in a lowresolution solution structure of the full VS ribozyme obtained by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). 36 However, these models of the SLI/SLV complex lack the high level of precision that can only be achieved through high-resolution structural studies.
In this manuscript, we perform NMR structural studies of SLI/SLV complexes to gain additional structural insights into substrate recognition and activation by the VS ribozyme. We obtain structural evidence for formation of three W−C base pairs at the kissing-loop junction and for the helix shift in SLI as a result of SLV binding. In addition, our NMR data provide novel insights into the structure of the I/V kissing-loop that help explain the stability of this interaction and allow us to propose a kinetic model of helix shifting in SLI.
■ EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Preparation of RNA for NMR Studies. All RNAs used in this study (SLV, SLIps, SLIpsΔIa, SLIsb, SLIsbΔIa, SLIsbΔIa GU , SLIds1, and SLIds2; Figure 1B ,C) were synthesized in vitro using T7 RNA polymerase (prepared in house), singlestranded DNA templates (IDT), and NTPs ( 13 C/ 15 N-or 15 NNTPs prepared in house or unlabeled NTPs from SigmaAldrich), and they were purified as previously described. 25, 33 The purified RNAs were first exchanged in NMR buffer (10 mM Tris-d 11 at pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, and 0.05 mM NaN 3 in 90% H 2 O/10% D 2 O) by use of Amicon Ultra-4 3K ultrafiltration devices and then refolded by heating to 95°C for two min and then cooling in ice water. Prior to complex formation, the RNA samples were transferred to NMR buffer supplemented with either 5 mM or 20 mM MgCl 2 99.995% (Sigma-Aldrich) using the ultrafiltration device. In the case of SLIsbΔIa GU , 20 mM MgCl 2 was added directly to the sample without the ultrafiltration device to ensure that it maintained its hairpin conformation. Using these procedures, the SLI and SLV RNAs formed hairpin structures, because only this conformation and not the duplex conformation was detected by native gels ( Figure S1 of Supporting Information).
Formation of SLI/SLV complexes was generally achieved by titrating the isotopically labeled stem-loop with the unlabeled stem-loop in ratios of 1:0, 1:0.25, 1:0.5, 1:0.75, and 1:1, and the resulting complex was concentrated to a final volume of either 350 or 500 μL. For imino NMR studies of complex formation, the following complexes were prepared at concentrations of 0.8−1. The catalytic domain of the Neurospora VS ribozyme containing helical domains II−VI and an SLI substrate (SLIps) containing stems Ia and Ib. The cleavage site is indicated by an arrowhead. The I/V kissing-loop interaction involves Watson−Crick base pairs (thick black lines) between residues G630, U631, and C632 of SLI (shaded in purple) and residues C699, A698, and G697 of SLV (shaded in green). (B) Formation of the I/V kissing-loop is accompanied by a structural rearrangement of the SLI substrate from an unshifted (free SLIsb) to a shifted (bound SLIsb) conformation. (C) The SLV and SLI RNAs used for investigation of SLI/SLV complexes by NMR spectroscopy. In (B) and (C), the cleavage site of the SLI substrates (SLIsb, SLIps, SLIpsΔIa, SLIsbΔIa, and SLIsbΔIa GU ) is between residues −1 and +1. , and weak (2.8−7.5 Å). Based on NMR evidence for specific base pairing obtained from NOESY and HNN-COSY spectra, canonical distance restraints were employed to define the hydrogen bonds and planarity of standard W−C and G−U wobble base pairs. In addition, cross-strand interphosphate distance constraints were introduced for each of these base pairs (≥18 Å) to help define A-form geometry in the SLIds2 and SLV stems. Based on NMR data, all glycosidic angles adopt an anti conformation, which was defined using H1′-H6/H8 distance restraints of 3.2−3.6 Å for pyrimidines and 3.4−3.8 Å for purines. Based on NMR evidence, backbone torsion angles of residues in helical regions ( 50 in the NMRPipe/NMRDraw package. Residual dipolar coupling (RDC) values were calculated for H1−N1 (G) and H3−N3 (U) signals detected at the different Pf1 phage concentrations. For each H−N signal, the RDC values were plotted with respect to Pf1 phage concentration in order to obtain a linear fit from which a precise RDC value was determined at 17.2 mg phage/mL. Structure Calculation. Three-dimensional structures were calculated with restrained molecular dynamics and simulated annealing in X-PLOR-NIH version 2.19 using a two-stage protocol, as previously described. 53 Briefly, an initial set of 50 structures was calculated at stage one from structures with randomized backbone angles. At stage two, the structures were refined with RDC restraints using a single alignment tensor. The axial and rhombic components of the alignment tensor were explored with MODULE 1.0 and a grid search procedure to obtain reliable values of D a and R. torsion angle violation > 5°and no RDC violation > 0.1 Hz) were selected for analysis. These 20 lowest-energy structures were used to calculate an average structure that was minimized against NOE and dihedral restraints. All structures were visualized with PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.3 Schrodinger, LLC and analyzed with PyMOL and Curves+. Interhelical parameters were calculated as previously described. 35 ■ RESULTS NMR Evidence for Formation of the I/V Kissing-Loop Interaction. It was previously established that the SLV RNA used in this study ( Figure 1C ) adopts a stable hairpin that is compatible with SLI/SLV complex formation. 25 Thus, we next focused on identifying suitable SLI RNAs for our investigations of SLI/SLV complexes. Several SLI variants ( Figure 1C ) were characterized by imino NMR spectroscopy and native gel electrophoresis ( Figure S1 of Supporting Information) to identify those that form a stable hairpin to be tested for complex formation. Initially, we used shiftable SLI substrates with a stable stem Ia (e.g., SLIsb in Figure 1B ) as found in the wild-type VS ribozyme, but such SLI variants do not form a stable SLI/SLV complex (not shown), in agreement with biochemical studies showing that stem Ia hinders formation of the I/V kissing-loop interaction.
27,54−56
Next, we investigated complex formation with a shiftable SLI substrate that does not contain stem Ia (SLIsbΔIa; Figure 2A ). The SLIsbΔIa variant also contains a G627A mutation (A7 I in SLIsbΔIa) compared to the natural sequence of the VS ribozyme ( Figure 2A ). This variant was selected because a similar SLI substrate with the natural G at this position did not form a stable homogeneous complex with SLV for NMR studies (data not shown). Importantly, the G627A mutation is compatible with both cleavage and ligation activities of the VS ribozyme, 24, 25, 35 and it slightly increases the affinity of the SLI substrate for the VS ribozyme. 24 Formation of the SLI/SLV complex with SLIsbΔIa was monitored by 1D imino proton NMR ( Figure 2B ). In addition, imino proton assignments of SLIsbΔIa and SLV were obtained from 2D NOESY spectra of both their free (not shown) and bound forms ( Figure 2C ). Interestingly, upon addition of SLIsbΔIa to SLV, three new imino proton signals are observed ( Figure 2B ), including one for SLV (G H1 at 12.11 ppm) and two for SLIsbΔIa (G H1 at 12.92 ppm and U H3 at 14.14 ppm; Figure 2C ), which indicates that complex formation stabilizes three W−C base pairs, one A−U, and two G−C base pairs. Interestingly, two NOE signals involving these new imino protons are observed ( Figure 2C with SLV, and this helix shift activates the substrate for catalysis. 28, 29 In SLIsbΔIa, this helix shift should involve three guanines (G3 I , G4 I , and G5 I ) that, upon SLV binding, change their base pairing partners in stem Ib, thereby excluding C14 I from the helix (Figure 2A ). To provide NMR evidence for this structural change, the 1D imino 1 H NMR spectrum of SLIsbΔIa was compared to the 1D 15 N-filtered imino 1 H spectrum of the SLIsbΔIa/ 15 N-SLV complex, which allows for selective detection of the SLI signals from the complex ( Figure  3AB ). Four imino signals are observed for free SLI, in agreement with the four proposed G−C base pairs in the stem involving G3 I , G4 I , G5 I , and G13 I . In contrast, five imino signals are observed for the SLV-bound SLI, two originating from U11 I and G10 I forming W−C base pairs at the kissingloop junction and three from G3 I , G4 I , and G5 I forming G−C base pairs in the SLI stem ( Figure 3A,B) . The imino signal of G13 I , detected for free SLIsbΔIa, is absent in the spectrum of the SLIsbΔIa/SLV complex ( Figure 3B ), suggesting that SLV binding destabilizes the SLI loop closing base pair (C4 I −G13 I in Figure 3A) . Importantly, there are significant chemical shift changes for the imino signals of G3 I and G5 I in the stem, which reflect important changes in their chemical environment upon complex formation ( Figure 3B and Table S1 of the Supporting Information). Taken together, changes in 1D 1 H imino spectra of free and SLV-bound SLI are compatible with the helix shift in SLI upon complex formation, although it does not provide evidence for the proposed C4 I -G13 I base pair closing the loop. 28, 29 To provide unambiguous evidence for base-pair shifting in the SLI stem, complex formation was investigated using a variant of SLIsbΔIa carrying a C15 I to U15 I change that transforms the G4 I −C15 I base pair of the free substrate to a G−U base pair (SLIsbΔIa GU ; Figure 3C ). The imino NMR data of the SLIsbΔIa GU /SLV complex confirm formation of the three W−C base pairs at the kissing-loop junction ( Figure S3 of the Supporting Information). Comparison of the imino 1 H spectra of SLIsbΔIa GU in its free and SLV-bound forms is compatible with the helix shift in SLI ( Figure 3CD ). In particular, the imino protons of G13 I and G5 I observed in free SLIsbΔIa GU are not observed for the SLV-bound SLIsbΔIa GU , in agreement with destabilization of the loop-closing base pairs upon complex formation. Nevertheless, U15
I presents a large chemical shift change (from 11.69 to 10.91 ppm; Figure 3D and Table S1 of the Supporting Information) consistent with formation of a G−U base pair closing the loop. 57 More importantly, NOE signals confirm that G4 I forms a G−U base pair in the free SLIsbΔIa GU but forms a G−C base pair in the SLIsbΔIa GU /SLV complex ( Figure S3 of the Supporting Information), providing definite NMR evidence for helix shifting in SLI as a result of complex formation.
Complex formation was also investigated with two preshifted SLI substrates, one with a stem Ia (SLIps) and one without a stem Ia (SLIpsΔIa; Figure 3E Table S1 of the Supporting Information), indicating that the structure of stem Ib is not largely affected by complex formation. However, we note the disappearance of G14 I upon complex formation in both cases ( Figure 3E −H), which is in agreement with destabilization of the SLI loopclosing base pair. In summary, imino NMR data obtained with shiftable versus preshifted substrates provide structural validation for helix shifting upon complex formation with the shiftable SLI substrates and the lack of such phenomenon with preshifted SLI substrates.
Ideal Complex for NMR Structure Determination. An ideal SLI/SLV complex for NMR structure determination should present a high affinity, a minimal size, and stable stems associated with a large number of detectable imino protons. In this regard, we determined that the SLI variants considered thus far are suboptimal for NMR structure determination aimed at providing a high-resolution understanding of the I/V kissingloop interaction. Thus, two additional small SLI variants were prepared, SLIds1 ( Figure S6 of the Supporting Information) and SLIds2 (Figure 4) , that each contains a unique stem Ib that is extended compared to the wild-type SLI. Although these SLI variants are not substrates of the VS ribozyme, their extended stem Ib makes them particularly useful for NMR structure determination. Particularly, they should facilitate NMR resonance assignments and structure refinement using residual dipolar couplings (RDC). As observed with preshifted substrates, imino NMR studies indicate that there is little structural change in stem Ib of SLIds1 and SLIds2 upon complex formation with SLV ( Figure 4 and Figure S6 and Table S1 of the Supporting Information). Of note, a weak G imino proton signal, assigned to G15 I , is observed in the 1D imino 1 H NMR spectra of free SLIds2, and this signal disappears completely upon complex formation ( Figure 4B ), in agreement with destabilization of the SLI loop-closing base pair. Furthermore, the SLIds1/SLV and SLIds2/SLV complexes both give high-quality imino NMR data, including the imino signals and NOE interconnectivities that are characteristic of the I/V kissing-loop junction ( Figure 4C and Figure   S6C of the Supporting Information). We pursued NMR structure determination with the SLIds2/SLV complex, which provides superior imino proton dispersion for both SLI and SLV within a complex of reasonable size (43 (Tables  S3 and S4 of the Supporting Information) .
Three-dimensional structures were calculated using distance, dihedral angle, and RDC restraints ( Figure 5 and Table 1 ). The overall structure is well-defined by the NMR data, with a heavyatom RMSD of 2.02 ± 0.77 Å for the 20 lowest-energy structures ( Figure 5 and Table 1 ). The stems of both SLI and SLV form well-defined A-form helices (RMSDs of 0.5−0.6 Å). The SLV loop is also well-defined (RMSD of 1.01 ± 0.20 Å), except for the extruded U13 V , whereas the SLI loop is not as well-defined, mainly due to a limited number of restraints for Standard U-Turns at the Kissing-Loop Junction. As previously proposed, both the SLI and SLV loops within the SLI/SLV complex adopt a U-turn structure ( Figure 6 ). 21 The consensus UNR sequence of the U-turn is represented in SLIds2 by residues U9 I , C10 I , and G11 I and in SLV by residues U9 V , G10 V , and A11 V . These loop structures are characterized by a sharp turn in the ribose-phosphate backbone after the first U (U9 I or U9 V ), which is supported by several NOEs for both SLIds2 and SLV, namely NOEs between U9 H1′/H2′ and R11 H8 and between U9 H1′ and U/C12 H6/H5. As found in other U-turn structures, there are several base-stacking interactions after the sharp turn, which are supported by sequential NOEs characteristic of A-form geometry. These stacking interactions involve C10 I , G11 I , U12 I , C13 I , and G14 I in SLIds2 and G10 V , A11 V , C12 V , and A14 V in SLV ( Figure 6 ). U-turn structures are generally stabilized by two hydrogen bonds involving the required U residue: U 2′−OH to R N7 and U H3 to R 3′-phosphate. 34 For both the SLIds2 and SLV loops, a downfield-shifted signal was observed for R N7 (G11 I at 228.5 ppm and A11 V at 221.5 ppm, Table S2 of the Supporting Information) that has been previously associated with hydrogen bonding to U 2′−OH in the U-turn. 25, 58 On this basis, a distance restraint was defined between the U 2′−OH and R N7 (1.8−3.0 Å) that contribute to bring these residues within hydrogen-bonding distances in the ensemble of structures. The hydrogen bond between U H3 and R 3′-phosphate could not be similarly defined; nevertheless, the distances of U N3 to R 3′-P in the ensemble of structures are between 3.88 and 6.19 Å for SLIds2 and 4.02−5.65 Å for SLV, which is compatible with hydrogen bonding as observed in other U-turn structures. 2, 5, 8, 15, 34, 59 Both the SLIds2 and SLV loops present an extruded nucleotide, G15 I in SLIds2 and U13 V in SLV ( Figure 6 ). The imino protons of G15 I and U13 V are not detected in the 1D 1 H spectra of the complex and very few NOEs are observed with these bases as expected for an extruded conformation. For SLIds2, the conformation of G15 I is not well-defined, but this nucleotide is most often extruded from the loop fold and potentially forms a hydrogen bond between G15 I N7 and G14 ) . 34 The superpositions of these SLV loops with the SLV loop from the SLIds2/SLV complex demonstrate that in the complex, the structure of the SLV loop more closely matches the compact structure of the SLV Mg loop ( Figure S8 of the Supporting Information). However, the base of U9 V is tilted in the complex such that it precludes its stacking with the 5′-phosphate of A11 V , as found in SLV Mg and several U-turn structures. 34 In summary, upon formation of the I/V kissing-loop complex, loop I undergoes a significant structural change from a disordered state to a compact fold stabilized by a U-turn structure, whereas loop V undergoes only minor structural changes within its compact Uturn fold.
Kissing-Loop Junction Stabilized by Base-Pairing and Stacking Interactions. U-turn structures typically expose the W−C edges of bases after the turn, making them available for base pairing. In the SLIds2/SLV complex, these exposed bases from SLI and SLV interact with each other to create the kissingloop junction ( Figure 7A ). The G11 I , U12 I , and C13 I bases of SLIds2 and C12 V , A11 V , and G10 V bases of SLV, respectively, form the three proposed W−C base pairs that stack on each other to adopt a short A-form-like helix that is well-defined by several characteristic NOEs (Figures 3 and 7 and Table S5 of the Supporting Information).
The kissing-loop junction is stabilized by additional hydrogen-bonding interactions, which contribute to formation of two base triples, one at each end of the kissing-loop helix ( Figure  7) . The C10 I −A14 V −U8 V base triple is observed in all of the 20 lowest-energy structures and involves a two-hydrogen-bond base pair between the W−C edge of C10 I and the sugar edge of A14 V and a one-hydrogen-bond pair between the W−C edges of U8 V and A14 V ( Figure 7B ). The C7 I −G14 I −G15 I base triple is defined by three hydrogen bonds observed simultaneously in the average structure ( Figure 7C ) and in 11 of the 20 lowestenergy structures: C7 I NH 2 to G14 I O6, C7 I N3 to G14 I H1 and G14 I 2′−OH to G15 I N7. Stacking interactions also play an important role in stabilizing the kissing-loop interactions, since both C10
I and A14 V stack on the G11 I −C12 V base pair at one end of the kissing-loop helix, while at the other end both G14 I and G15 I can potentially stack on the C13 I −G10 V base pair ( Figure 7D ). Furthermore, the noncanonical A14 V
−U8
V base pair is stacked on the W−C G7 V −C15 V base pair of stem V, and the noncanonical G14 I − C7 I base pair is stacked on the W−C G6 I −C16 I base pair of stem I. Thus, stacking interactions at both ends of the kissingloop helix propagate in both directions toward the stems of SLV and SLI to create a continuously stacked structure throughout the complex.
■ DISCUSSION Structural Characteristics of the Kissing-Loop Interaction. NMR studies of different SLI/SLV complexes performed in the presence of Mg 2+ ions provide direct evidence that the SLI/SLV interaction of the VS ribozyme involves three consecutive W−C base pairs at the kissing-loop junction. In addition, the NMR structure of an optimal SLI/SLV complex formed with SLIds2 and SLV clearly demonstrates that the kissing-loop junction involves two U-turn structures, one in each loop, that enable formation of intermolecular W−C base pairs. In agreement with these NMR data, site-directed mutagenesis studies previously revealed that residues in the SLI and SLV loops must both fit the UNR consensus of U-turn motifs and accommodate W−C base pairing at the I/V kissingloop junction. 20, 21, 27 Chemical modifications experiments are also in agreement with the observed U-turn structures in both SLI and SLV, in particular the two hydrogen bonds commonly found in U-turn structures: U 2′−OH to R N7 and U H3 to R 3′-phosphate. 22,27,63−66 In addition to the three W−C base pairs, other interactions contribute to the stability of the I/V kissing-loop interaction. The NMR structure of the SLIds2/SLV complex contains two previously uncharacterized base triples that provide additional hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions at the kissing-loop junction. The C10 I −A14 V −U8 V base triple (C629−A701− U695 in the VS ribozyme) is particularly well-defined by the NMR data and helps rationalize the preference for a cytidine at the N position of the SLI U-turn. 21 Although several studies have highlighted the importance of C629 20,27−29 in the SLI/ SLV interaction, its role had not been clearly established. As shown from the NMR structure and previous models of the SLI/SLV complex, 25, 35 the U-turn fold in SLI brings C629 to stack with G630 in proximity of A701. 25 A cytidine is likely optimal at this position because its small size prevents steric hindrance and its unique W−C edge allows hydrogen bonding with the sugar edge of A701 in SLV. Both deletion of C629 and 2′-deoxy modification at A701 significantly reduce the VS ribozyme self-cleavage and ligation activities, 27, 63, 65 in agreement with the importance of these residues at the I/V kissingloop interface. In contrast, the C7 I −G14 I −G15 I base triple (C626−G633−C634 in the VS ribozyme) is less well-defined by the NMR data, and the identity of the residues involved is not strictly required for cleavage and ligation activities. 20, 21, 28 Given the Mg 2+ -dependence for formation of the SLI/SLV complex, 21, 23 it is likely that Mg 2+ ions specifically associate with the kissing-loop junction. Previous phosphorothioate interference and manganese rescue experiments indicate that the 5′-phosphates of U631 (SLI) and C699 (SLV) each coordinate a metal ion. 22 In addition, four Mg 2+ -ion binding sites were previously identified within the free SLV loop, 34 and these may also be present in the SLI/SLV complex. In particular, the Mg 2+ ion that associates with the 5′-phosphate of C699 in the free SLV is likely present in the complex. By analogy, a Mg 2+ ion is likely associated with the 5′-phosphate of U631, which occupies a similar position in SLI as the 5′-phosphate of C699 in SLV. Additionally, Mg 2+ ion(s) may help bridge phosphates from SLI and SLV that come in proximity at the kissing-loop junction, namely those of the two Us from the UNR motifs of SLI and SLV. Future studies are needed to precisely locate Mg 2+ -ion binding sites at the I/V kissing-loop junction.
RNA loops containing U-turn structures often include an extruded nucleotide, 4, 7, 9, 11 but the role of this residue is not always well understood. In the SLIds2/SLV complex, both the SLI and SLV loops contain an extruded nucleotide. For SLV, the extruded U13 V (U700 in the VS ribozyme) can be substituted by any other standard base, but its phosphate backbone is important for cleavage activity and SLI binding. -binding site, as previously proposed from kinetic studies of U700 variants. 25 For SLIds2, the extruded G15 I (C634 in the VS ribozyme) can be substituted by any other standard base, 20, 28 and its location is not precisely defined by the NMR data. Thus, C634 may be intrinsically dynamic in the VS ribozyme and thereby provide the necessary loop flexibility to optimize interactions at the kissing-loop interface. As discussed below, C634 likely plays a pivotal role in transducing part of the energy provided by formation of the kissing-loop interaction into the energy required for substrate activation.
Although the SLIds2/SLV complex forms a continuously stacked structure that appears essentially linear, the stems of SLI and SLV are not coaxially stacked within the complex. Rather, the kissing-loop junction causes a helical displacement of 10−24 Å between stem I and stem V associated with an interhelical angle of 127−175°. The arrays of helical displacements and interhelical angles observed in the 20 lowest-energy structures may reflect to some extent the relative range of motion of these stems. First of all, several residues in SLI (C7  I ,  A8  I , U9  I , C13  I , G14  I , and G15  I ) and SLV (U8  V and U9  V ) give 1 H and 13 C NMR signals of low relative intensity (data not shown), suggesting local dynamics at the kissing-loop junction. Moreover, it appears from the ensemble of structures that the observed range of interhelical angles may largely result from less-well-defined local structure for residues C7 I −U9 I and C13 I −G15 I in SLI. Interestingly, we previously kinetically characterized SLI/ribozyme systems with helix-length variations in SLI and SLV and built SLI/SLV models compatible with the kinetic data that display helical displacements of 18−21 Å and interhelical angles of 165−171°. 35 The helical parameters of these models fall within the range detected in the ensemble of NMR structures, 35 suggesting that within the spectrum of interhelical parameters observed for the SLIds2/SLV complex, some are compatible with an active VS ribozyme architecture. Similarly, the interhelical parameters previously reported for the SAXS model of the full VS ribozyme are more or less compatible with that of the SLIds2/SLV complex (helical displacement of ∼25 Å and interhelical angle of ∼154°).
35,36
Conformational Changes in SLI and SLV upon Formation of the Kissing-Loop Interaction. NMR studies of different SLI/SLV complexes also provide direct structural evidence that the SLI/SLV interaction involves a helix shift in stem Ib, as previously shown from biochemical experiments. 28, 29 As expected, this helix shift is observed only with shiftable SLI variants but neither with preshifted variants nor with double-stranded variants. NMR studies of SLI/SLV complexes involving these SLI variants together with available NMR structures of the free SLI 30 and SLV 33, 34 allow us to examine structural changes that occur in SLI and SLV as a result of complex formation. Given that the formation of the SLI/SLV complex and the associated helix shift in SLI observed in the VS ribozyme can be reproduced with isolated hairpins, 29 it is likely that the structural changes observed with isolated stem-loops hold in the intact ribozyme. The SLV loop adopts a compact U-turn structure in its free form, and only a minor structural change is observed in the SLI/SLV complex. 35 In contrast, SLI loop is mostly disordered in its free form, 30 and this disordered state may help facilitate recognition by the compact SLV loop and trigger a structural transition in SLI upon interaction with SLV. Upon SLV binding, the SLI loop undergoes a disorder-to-order conformational transition that impacts on the loop closing base pairs of stem Ib. In particular, the NMR data indicate that the stem Ib of shiftable substrates contains four stable W−C base pairs in their free form but only three stable W−C base pairs in their SLV-bound forms. A fourth base pair closing the loop was predicted to form in the SLV-bound form according to biochemical studies, 28, 29 but the imino NMR data indicate that such a base pair is not stably formed in the complex. For SLIsbΔIa, for example, the C6 I − G13 I closing base pair (C626−G633 in the VS ribozyme) is destabilized upon complex formation such that the G13 I imino proton is no longer observable in the SLIsbΔIa/SLV complex.
Interestingly, destabilization of the SLI loop closing base pair is also observed upon formation of SLI/SLV complexes with preshifted substrates and the double-stranded substrate SL1ds2. In these cases, the imino proton of the closing base pair (G14 I for SLIpsΔIa and SLIps and G15 I for SLIds2) is observed in the free SLI but not in the SLI/SLV complex. These NMR data obtained with shiftable and preshifted SLI substrates indicate that destabilization of the loop-closing G−C base pair is not a Detailed NMR studies of SLIds2 demonstrate that the C7 I − G15 I loop-closing base pair is present in the free SLI but that G15 I is preferentially extruded from the loop fold in the complex, with C7 I forming an unstable and distorted W−C base pair with G14 I (C626−G633 base pair in the VS ribozyme). Chemical modification data indicate that C626 remains mostly inaccessible to DMS modification upon binding of SLI to the VS ribozyme, 28, 29 whereas mutational analysis indicate that disruption of the C626−G633 base pair is compatible with self-cleavage and ligation activities of the VS ribozyme. 20, 21, 28 Although these previous results appear contradictory, they both agree with the structure of the SLIds2/SLV complex, where the C7 I −G14 I base pair corresponding to C626−G633 is destabilized, but could still remain inaccessible to chemical modifications. Interestingly, the extrusion of G15
I is similar to the one occurring upon formation of the I/V kissing-loop complex with shiftable SLI substrates, where C634 (equivalent to G15 I ) becomes extruded and accessible to DMS modification. 28, 29 Thus, the observation of a similar conformational change for residue G15 I in SLIds2, which is not a shiftable SLI variant, strongly supports the concept that formation of the kissing-loop interaction is generally responsible for structural rearrangements involving G633 and G634 within stem Ib.
Kinetic Model for Substrate Recognition and Activation by the VS Ribozyme. Overall, the NMR data presented here are in agreement with previous biochemical studies, further supporting the value of using stem-loop domains to improve our understanding of substrate activation and recognition within the context of the full ribozyme. In-depth analysis of these NMR data reveals interesting conformational changes that are consistent with a kinetic model in which formation of an initial contact between the loops of SLI and SLV in the natural VS ribozyme destabilizes the SLI loop closing base pairs and triggers the helix shift in SLI. In this model, residues G697, A698, and C699 of the prefolded U-turn of SLV initially target residues C632, U631, and G630 of the unshifted SLI and thereby induce formation of the U-turn fold in the SLI loop. Upon formation of the U-turn fold in SLI, other hydrogen-bonding and stacking interactions form at the I/V kissing-loop junction to further stabilize the complex and thereby induce the rearrangement of the C626−G633 base pair and the extrusion of C634 within stem Ib. These structural changes likely lead to helix shifting in stem Ib and structural rearrangement in the cleavage site internal loop. Although this model will need further experimental validation, it is compatible with the ability of U-turn structures to initiate rapid RNA/RNA pairing and trigger structural changes in RNA complexes. 14, 15 ■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT * S Supporting Information Supporting Figures: native gel electrophoresis of several RNAs investigated in this study (S1); NMR evidence for formation of the SLIsbΔIa/SLV complex (S2); of the SLIsbΔIa GU /SLV complex (S3), of the SLIps/SLV complex (S4), of the SLIpsΔIa/SLV complex (S5), and of the SLIds1/SLV complex (S6); interhelical angle distribution for the 20 lowest-energy structures of the SLIds2/SLV complex (S7); superposition of the loop structures of SLV free and bound to SLIds2 (S8). Supporting Tables: chemical shifts 
